Qin Lu

From: irgeditors-request@ml.comp.polyu.edu.hk on behalf of chenzh-zhuang <chennzh-zhuang@163.com>
Sent: 2015年12月7日星期一 11:32
To: irgeditors@ml.comp.polyu.edu.hk
Subject: [irgeditors] All comments on IRGN2125 PreProduction of CJK_F

Dar colleagues,

I drafted the comments on IRGN2125 PreProduction of CJK_F. I think Michel already had these comments, I prepared these to make sure that all have been listed and could be for his references.

Editors please confirm. Thank you.

Chen Zhuang

Missing characters:
1) KC-06370 (CJK_F SN 03593), 木 75.11. A separate code point after USAT-03899 (now at U+2DAEC) is needed. It was previously at U+2D9F6 in IRGN2052ExtFWG2n4651pp1411o188 (=F1).
2) KC-06578 (CJK_F SN 05202), 示 113.3. It should be put together with JMJ-059958 (now at U+2E068 in IRGN2125). It was unified to JMJ-059958 at IRG43, before IRGN2052.
3) KC-07044 (CJK_F SN 03462), 示 113.5. It should be put together with GZJW-01933 (now at U+2DA7C in IRGN2125). It was unified to GZJW-01933 at IRG43, before IRGN2052.
4) MAC-00133, 口 30.5. It should be put together with KC-04884 (now at U+2D1D2 in IRGN2125).
5) KC-04221, 金 167.8. It should be put together with MAC00068 (now at U+2E8A2 in IRGN2125). It was agreed to be moved to UNC, unified with MAC00068, at IRG44.
6) JMJ-059566 (CJK_F SN02346), 广 53.21. It was at U+2D60B in the first CD.
2) JMJ-058346 (CJK_F 05854), 刃 18.8. It should be put together with KC-04854 (now at U+2D0F1 in IRGN2125). It was unified to KC-04854 at IRG43, before IRGN2052.

Fonts:
1) Macao changes TTF of MAC-00123 (now at U+2D4A7 in IRGN2125).

Attributes:
1) 2E8FE @class (GZ-0632401) is inadvertently placed among the simplified characters, but it is a traditional character. The r/s value should be corrected from 167’6 to 167.6. Chen Zhuang suggests to move this character to the position after JMJ-060268.
2) Note: Macao sources did not have hyphen. Macao has no objection to add a hyphen to keep the source information notation consistent for published standard with Ext. F.